LTE ACTIVATION ADVICE
Navigating Cellular Data Plans & Activation
WiFiRanger is pleased to provide LTE solutions that are not locked into a specific Cellular carrier. This approach gives the customer increased flexibility over other competing offerings which are tied to a specific
carrier or data plan. WiFiRanger LTE solutions give you the freedom to find the perfect plan for your needs.
The Cellular landscape is always evolving and advancing, so our goal is to assist you in making the most of
the myriad of data options available. The following advice is to help you navigate the data plan and activation topics that are applicable to our LTE solutions. Be aware, the LTE solutions offered by WiFiRanger are
subject to change based on the changing Cellular landscape.
If you are upgrading a Sky4 or SkyPro to an embedded LTE module, please be sure to check for updates on
the WiFiRanger control panel after installing the module. If you are experiencing problems. contact
WiFiRanger to assist in getting your WiFIRanger configured to support the new modem.
The WifiRanger LTE Modem supports the following LTE

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS

bands: LTE B2, B4, B5, B13, B17 & HSPA+ B2, B5. If you are
considering changing your carrier, be sure to check that they
support the bands listed above.

• Data Plan Availability Varies by Region
Some Cellular carriers offer certain data plans by region. As such, you may find that the data plan that you desire
is available through a Cellular reseller or representative in another area while your local representative has more
limited options. Check around or call a representative in another region if you can’t find what you want locally.

• SIM Card Type May Affect Data Plan Options
WiFiRanger provides desirable SIM card types for typical consumer data plans. However, there are differing types
of SIM cards assigned to business plans or otherwise that may be more suited for your specific requirements. It is
important to ask your Cellular carrier if the SIM card you provide them is the right kind to meet your data needs.

• Ease of Device Activation Varies by Reseller / Carrier
In some cases, it can be difficult to activate the WiFiRanger LTE modem and SIM card depending on the representative you speak with. Some representatives work for a Cellular reseller that does not have the offerings you desire, or you may need a more knowledgeable representative to handle your request. Ask different Cellular stores,
resellers, or a direct Carrier representative until you find the right person to activate your modem and SIM card on
the desired plan.

• Data Plan Pricing Depends on Your Cellular Account
In large part, the price of data plans for the WiFiRanger LTE modem are affected by your Cellular account type and
other data plan(s) on your account. In some cases, the WiFiRanger LTE modem will require having a data-only
plan that is separate from the data plan attached to your smartphones or other devices. Checking with your carrier
on costs will help you to understand how the carrier will handle the WiFiRanger LTE modem pricing and data
amounts available.

WIFIRANGER LTE MODEM WITH CONSUMER MICRO SIM CARD
VERIZON ACTIVATION

CONSUMER: 800.225.5499

BUSINESS: 800.465.4054

AT&T ACTIVATION

CONSUMER: 888.333.6651

BUSINESS: 888.444.4410

MILLENICOM ACTIVATION

ALL: 800.996.1285

ONLINE: HTTP://WWW.MILLENICOM.COM/WIFIRANGER/

WiFiRanger

943 W Overland Rd, Meridian, ID 83642
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